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Abstract

Globalization has been evolving through the growing trend of multinational enterprises (MNE) for a prolonged period. In this fierce competitive market, corporations are trying to spread out their operations in different geographic locations in order to gain different advantages. Based on past literatures, the goal of this paper is to explain the relevant theories of multinational enterprise through proven theories and scholars viewpoint. With the theoretical ground of ‘Uppsala model’—that explains the internationalization process and, ‘Eclectic Paradigm’—that explore the factual reasons behind internationalization, this paper would focus on the rationale and process of becoming MNE. Additionally, with many critics’ viewpoint, real life examples of successful MNEs, this paper found the foundations that embolden the new generation firms to spread its production and head office in different part of the world successfully as a process of turning into MNE.
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1. Introduction

Multinational Enterprises are those companies, which have spread out its production and headquarter in more than one country (Maghrabi, 2006). Some writers have shown support to MNE, while others argue on the ruthless sides by focusing on its extreme domination power over economy. While many critics (Modelski, 1972; Dicken, 2003) claims that the MNE are the shaper of the global economy, Bhagwati (2004) have argued that multinationals are engaged in a 'race to the top’, hence they are in the control of the economy. In contrast, Yeung’s (2009) study shows robust evidence that multinationals is indisputably enhancing the developing country’s economy.

Regardless of the arguments of different scholars, firms invest beyond their geographical boundary. Although the Uppsala model and the OLI theory has described the basic process and rationale of being MNE, as the time changes, new perspective has comes up and has added numerous dynamics into the whole issue.

2. Methodology

In order to scrutinize on MNE and outline the reason and process of becoming MNE, this paper has employed qualitative research approach where secondary research is deployed to explain the whole issue.

Based on Dunning’s (1993) eclectic paradigm, the first portion of this paper will enlighten on advantage that a firm look forward in order to become MNE. The second half will scrutinise and illustrate the process that involved in an internalization process. Finally, with support of Uppsala Model of internalization, this paper would try to summarise the whole arguments fully based on proven literatures from prominent scholars.

In order to come up with the findings and a graphical model, Uppsala Model of Internationalization and Eclectic Paradigm along with slight touch of other prominent theories has been used.

3. The Reasons to Become MNE

There are number of reasons that attract firms to spread out its operations through internationalization these includes: low labour cost (Dunning, 1993), reduce distribution cost (Navaretti et al., 2005; Needle, 2010), obtain greater efficiency (Vernon, 1979), achieve ‘better economy of scale’, overcome trade barrier (Needle, 2010). Dunning (1993) has describe the reason for internationalization for the motives such as market-seeking, efficiency-seeking, asset-seeking and resource-seeking necessity of firms. These prominent issues entice firms to enter into foreign markets. Dunning’s (1993) eclectic paradigm, which is also known as OLI theory, has presented the underling rationale for firms to become MNE in an integrated way. Dunning (1993; 2000; 2001) claims that availability of Ownership advantages, Locational advantages, Internalization advantages encourages firms to become a multinational.
3.1 Ownership Specific Advantage

First of all, ‘ownership specific advantage’ basically means where a company enable to establish themselves with the help of their brand name, trade mark, superior production mechanism etc. (Dunning, 1993). Hsu and Pereira’s (2008) study also shows that ‘Ownership specific advantage’ has been use as a significant issue in internalization; moreover, it can influence firms overall performance as well. An example could be Coca-Cola, which has very popular brand name that enables them to grab the market all over the world.

3.2 Internalization Advantages

Secondly, internalization advantages refer to the benefits that a firm may adopt the market more efficiently and keeping more control in overall strategies then entering the market through other firms or through exporting their products to secure the market (Dunning, 1993). He also argues that industries where R&D department plays a major role, for instance pharmaceutical companies, are mostly look forward to take advantages from the internalization. The multinational pharmaceutical industries in China, for example Novartis, Johnson & Johnson etc., has start their endeavour with Joint Venture, consequently become fully multinational to retain the full control over R&D, production and management decision (Medcof, 2006).

3.3 Location-Specific Advantages

Thirdly, location-specific advantages articulate to the benefits that a firm could achieve by launching full venture through FDI (Dunning, 1993). Hessels’s (2008) imperial study has revealed that, location specific advantages may include availability of cheap labour, adequate resources of raw material in the targeted country. Ford Motor Company’s project in India could be an example of location specific advantage. To capitalise on the ever-increasing demand of automobiles in the Indian automobile market, Ford has entered there through joint venture with Mahindra group. Accordingly, it has started its full business to capitalise the location specific advantages—for instant, utilising local resources, educating people and getting facility of low labour cost (Minter, 2009).

3.4 Other Reasons that Encourages the New Generation Firms to Turn into MNE

New generation firms, who have been facing even more challenge and competition, look for many other motivations to become MNE. Apart from Dunning’s OLI theory some other critics has focused on couple of different aspects that might entice firms to become MNE. Many authors, such as Navaretti et al. (2005), argue against the common reasons that embolden small and medium firms to become multinationals. His study shows, relatively small and medium firms become MNE in order to spread their production and distribution cost in different countries. In support to this argument Vernon (1979) also claims that, firms main intention does not entirely depend on reducing cost, indeed, in numerous times they become MNE to compete efficiently in different market. Needle (2010) claim that economic recession in the home country, gaining economic of scale, to outperform the local competitors, develop transport and electronic communications are reasons for becoming MNE. In contrast, various researches showed the economic perspective of becoming
multinational. For example, trade embargo, cost reduction pressure from suppliers might also be the reasons to enter into a foreign country (Doz, 1978; Needle, 2010). Doz’s (1978) research shows that once a product come to its maturity stage, customers become price sensitive and hence suppliers put pressure to the manufactures to reduce price. This pressure could leads firms either to come up with innovative product or to set up production in different geographic location to grab different market.

4. The Process of Becoming MNE

The process that a firm go under while becoming MNE involved rigorous macro analysis that includes market size, economic status, government policy, labour market, and psychic distance etc. Carlson’s (1966) cited in Forsgren and Hagström (n.d.) research revealed that when a firm find it too complex to market of foreign destination at the first place. ‘Uppsala Model of internalization’ could explain the predictability pattern of internalization process. According to Uppsala model of internalization, firm go through several processes that involves initially firm start acquiring knowledge from local market, then it starts exporting through autonomous agent and consequently it opens subsidiary or Joint venture as these are less risky (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009). Vernon (1979) argued in his ‘Product Life Cycle’ theory that, when a firm see potential market in a foreign location it starts exporting to capitalize on the market; however in long term it could not be unsuccessful since local firms are cultured aware and could easily outplay the exporters. Hence to minimize those risk factors, finally firms open production plant and headquarter thus become multinational (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009; Blomsterm & Sharma, 2003).

4.1 An Example of Internationalization Process: Toyota Motor Corporation

The internationalization process of world famous car constructor Toyota could be used as an example to understand how a firm undergo various stages and become MNE. In 1963 Toyota start their internationalization process by starting export to Denmark (Toyota, n.d.; Doz, 1978). After getting initial exposure of European market, Toyota had opened its office in Belgium. In 1990s Toyota begins its production in Belgium and in 1993 it opens it European headquarter in Belgium. In 1994 to enter the Eurasian market, they established a joint venture with Mitsubishi in Turkey and consequently started manufacturing there from 2002. Thereafter, it has expanded its market in Poland, France, Czech Republic, Russia, and finally by opening global production centre in UK (Toyota, n.d.) and finally become a giant MNE.

Uppsala model also argues that firms initially go for nearest location as part of internalization assuming similarity in culture and business environment (Brewer, 2007). However many critics like Mtigwe (2006) cited in Guo and Upathamwaranon (2008) claim that the Uppsala is only handy for the initial stage of internationalization, hence it becomes obsolete in the end. Therefore, Uppsala model has been evolved in recent by emphasizing more in ‘trust building’ and ‘relationship’ unlike ‘commitment’ and ‘activity’ of the previous model (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009).
5. Findings and Discussion

From the qualitative analysis, based on different scholars like Dunning (1997), Johanson and Vahlne (2009), Navaretti et al. (2005) view on MNE, it could be claim that firms start the process of becoming multinational by exporting to its targeted country where potential market is available. After gaining knowledge, a firm start started to become stronger though JV or Greenfield partnership and ultimately start production and open headquarter to become operational on that location. Moreover, Toyota’s internationalization example shows that Toyota had start exporting to Europe to gain knowledge about European market, culture, business strategies, than it become fully MNE. Again, Ford’s example shows, how Ford has changed its mode of entrance in foreign market from exporting to JV due to government intervention in India, and successively develop its market in different location in the route of becoming multinational.

Moreover, as adequate theoretical evidence also reveals that if the firms follow the whole process they are most likely to be successful in their beyond the boarder venture as well. Hence, this is suggested that, firms that are looking forward to establish themselves as MNE should follow the structure discussed here to enhance the chance to be successful in their foreign venture.

5.1 Internationalization Process: Graphical Representation

Based on the discussion and analysis the below model has been developed, which shows the major process of Internationalization.
5.2 Explanation of the Model

The model illustrated above, articulates the main reason for becoming multinational along with the process that might involves in their internationalization process. At first, a firm gauge on whether firms have the capability to become a MNE. Consequently, once it finds that it has the capacity, firms intend to do a rigorous analysis on the macro environmental factors for instance- market opportunity, favourable government policy, cultural similarity. If their analysis comes with positive outcomes, a firm might go for exporting or form a joint venture in foreign location (Casson, 2000). Then thereafter, once they gathered adequate information on local market and have ample control on the resources, they focus on further research. Further analysis of location advantages that includes: cheap labour and availability of raw material along with firm specific and internalization advantages, a firm finally decides upon whether to move the headquarter and production completely to that region and become an MNE (Dunning, 1997).

6. Conclusion

From the secondary research, description and from the diagram illustrated above suggest that emerging growth of global economy has created immense opportunity to grab global market. In contrast, it has created an extremely competitive market. In this borderless economy, firms are experiencing severe competition and numerous challenges to capitalize their footprint on the market of different territory. This makes firms to think in a global perspective and make the endeavour to become MNE in order to capture global market. Dunning’s (1993) eclectic paradigm and Uppsala Model of internalization are the key literatures that has explained the reasons that encourage companies to go beyond the border and outlined its internationalization process.

There is a lacking of empirical research, a major limitations, that refraining this paper from giving a stronger ground on the findings. As Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007) have claimed that the combination of both qualitative and quantitative methods provides strong ground on any principle; quantitative research has to be done to enlighten the findings. On top of that, Uppsala Model itself has limitations, as this model merely unable to elucidate the Internationalization challenges of modern era.

Additionally, further research can be done to identify the impact of MNE in its new location’s economy, possible transection cost due to economic exchange, and its impact of local indigenous firms.
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